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DETERGENT DISPENSER DRAWER
This three-compartment drawer provides separate 
dispensers for prewash and main wash detergent, 
and liquid fabric softener.

CONTROL PANEL WITH LED DISPLAY
Simple electronic controls are user-friendly. 
The LED display indicates cycle options and 
cycle time during operation.

LARGE-CAPACITY STAINLESS STEEL DRUM 
The large capacity stainless steel drum offers 
extreme durability and is tilted to improve 
efficiency and allow easier access for large items.
NOTE: No matter how large the article, there 
must still be room for the clothes to tumble. 

INVERTER DIRECT-DRIVE MOTOR
The inverter direct drive motor, which is directly 
connected to the drum, is capable of producing 
multiple distinct motions for optimal washing 
performance with very little noise and vibration. 
The motor assembly also contains fewer moving 
parts, resulting in fewer repairs.

DRAIN ACCESS PANEL
Provides access to the drain line and drain 
pump filter.

EASY-ACCESS DOOR
Extra-large door locks during operation and 
features a delay to prevent the door from being 
opened until the washer interior has cooled and 
the water level has lowered.

LEVELING FEET
Four leveling feet (two in the front and two in 
the back) adjust to improve washer stability on 
uneven floors.
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Included Accessories

Wrench
(for removing shipping 

bolts and adjusting 
leveling feet)

Tie Strap
(for securing 
drain hose)

Elbow Bracket
(for securing 
drain hose)

Non-skid pads

Required Accessory (sold separately)

Hot and Cold
Water Hoses

•  Required accessory is sold 
separately. It can be ordered 
through LG Website. 
US: www.lg.com/us

Part Number
• 5215FD3715U : Hot water hose
• 5215FD3715V : Cold water hose

Caps (4) 
(for covering shipping 

bolt holes)
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SPECIAL FEATURES
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